
alldecor
2d
by decal

new atmospheres, new sensations



Decal alldecor 2d range gives space to imagination in interior 

decoration. Combining aesthetics and design with effectiveness 

and functionality, it is perfect for those who buy, apply and enjoy.

We introduce our textured polypropylene (PP) films, which create 

new atmospheres and generate new sensations with versatility, 

safety, resistance, ecology and easy cleaning.
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give space to 
imagination

introduction



A set of properties brought together in a single layer structure that makes it possible to idealize houses, offices, hotels, 

restaurants, shops and many other projects without investing in a total remodeling or making changes.

The real change is in alldecor 2d products and it is possible to do it with…
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Alldecor 2d products´ composition

clear varnish

printing

adhesive

film





exclusive 
and personalized 
realism
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In interior decoration, every detail counts for comfort, and the 

technical combination of printing and texture in the production 

of our alldecor 2d films makes the printed design and the deep 

pores of the relief totally coincident.

wood
cement

stone
metal

leather



The colors and finishes also contribute to 

creating natural and realistic textures, 

with a standard thickness range between 

0,10mm and 0,20mm (0,004in to 0,008in). 

Exclusive proposals for unique atmos-

pheres, valued by the possibility of 

personalization through UV LED and 

latex printing technologies.
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willingness 
to think big 
and in detail



Flexibility and stability are 

characteristics that distinguish 

alldecor 2d products from 

printing to removal. The diversity 

of applications makes it possible 

to think big and transform simple 

walls into extraordinary scenarios 

or highlight details when combi-

ning new trends and old furniture.

The waterproofing granted by the 

double side PE (polyethylene) 

coated liner optimizes and stabilizes 

the printing of personalized works. 

Production is also enhanced with the 

possibility of reusing the rolls and 

reducing material waste.
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Application is made easier by the 

primer, which covers the back of our 

products, and the combination of paper 

and liner eliminates paper curl until 

the moment of removal.





time for 
new stories 
and memories



Our alldecor 2d films last up 

to 10 years, leaving to each 

person’s judgement the time 

for their new stories, both 

personal and professional. 

Whether in an occasional event 

or over a decade, the cohesion 

of high performance high tack 

adhesive is always present.

The same happens with the 

transparent thermoset varnish, 

which covers the surface of the 

products, protecting them against 

abrasion, scratches and chemical 

influences. Its composition ensures 

resistance to water, humidity and 

mold, as well as resistance to light 

and ease of cleaning.
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responsibility 
and tranquility



Decorating with alldecor 2d is 

more than you can see and 

touch. It is what you are feeling 

now, without forgetting the 

future and, with it in mind, we 

have created the concept 

“responsible aesthetics”.

We ensure materials produced 

with environmental awareness 

and complying with international 

hygiene and safety standards.

The formulation of our films is free 

of plasticizer components (PVC 

Free), halogen and formaldehyde, 

providing a barrier against the 

latter. The pigments used are 

harmless and the possibility of 

elimination by incineration 

translates into low emissions.
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To feel the atmospheres with added tranquility, the 

products comply with the REACH (Registration, Evaluation, 

Authorization and Restriction of Chemicals) regulation, 

adopted by the European Union to reduce the risks of 

chemicals in human and planet’s health.
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Headquarters and factory
Zona Industrial, Lote 1, Casal Torteiro
2350-483 Torres Novas

39°27'34.1"N 8°32'44.1"W See all decal's contacts on our website

Cologne

decal
Think green

Portugal

+351 249 819 160
decal@decal.pt

Torres Novas . Lisbon . Famalicão

+49 176 200 022 03
joergen.walch@decal-adhesive.de

GermanySpain

+34 916 658 642

Madrid . Barcelona . Bilbao

marketing@decal.pt

https://www.decal-adhesive.com/contacts
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